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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION AND SUGGGESTION 

 

 This chapter presents two sections. The first section is the conclusion. The 

last section is the suggestion. 

 

5.1.1 Conclusion  

Racial discrimination is kind of problem which still in around us. 

One of the problem racial discrimination is also happened in Indonesia. In 

Indonesia, the societies are from white and black. Black people in 

Indonesia happened in Papua people. Black people in Papua is also 

reputed has bad society such white America opinion that black never bring 

advantages. Because of the perception that black never bring advantages.  

Besides the different skin color, racial discrimination is also happened 

when the different other physic. Such as the people who has fat body, they 

will be mock the people who has slim body. It also can be called as racial 

discrimination. 

The main objectives of this study are to find out the racial 

discrimination presented in Harper Lee’s To Kill a Mockingbird. The data 

are all the paragraphs which are found in the novel. The theory is used to 

analysis this thesis is racism, racial discrimination in society and racial 

discrimination in individual. 

The first of statement problem is how the racial discriminations 

depicted on Tom Robinson depicted in “To Kill a Mockingbird by Harper 
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Lee” based on the statement problem; the problem can be answered by the 

writer. In this case, there is racial discrimination because the society holds 

the concept of racism. Concept of racism relates the custom, tradition and 

culture therefore it is hold by white people to do racial discrimination on 

black people. Moreover, white people hold the concept that black never 

bring advantages therefore do racial discrimination is done by white 

people because white people can be avoided by Negro’s disadvantages. 

Besides racial discrimination in society, there is different of juridical’s 

action between white people and black people. Basically, there is law 

which is separated between white people and black people. The law is Jim 

Crow law, Jim Crow law is separated white people and black people in 

society or institutional. The reason of White people do racial 

discrimination because white people hold the concept if black people 

never bring advantages. Meanwhile, in the novel show that black people 

get racial discrimination in institutional. Actually, a Negro is not evidence, 

but a Negro still get guilty by jury. 

Based on the explanation above, white people have privilege than 

black people therefore; it can be the powers of white people do racial 

discrimination. 

For the last statement of problem is the influence of the racial 

discriminations on Tom Robinson depicted in “To Kill a Mockingbird by 

Harper Lee” based on the second statement of problem it can be answered 

by the writer. The writer fined two impacts of racial discrimination on 

Tom Robinson. Firstly, the impact influence on Tom Robinson’s family. 
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Tom Robinson’s family gets impact in less economy. Beside, Mr. Ewell as 

white people still disturbs tom Robinson’s family although the problem 

between Mr. Ewell and Tom Robinson finished. 

For the last influence of racial discrimination also influence by 

Atticus’s family. Atticus is almost hurt by white people because of 

Atticus’ action who always defend tom Robinson. The society gives 

opinion that Atticus shouldn’t defend Tom Robinson. Because Atticus 

doesn’t care of society’s protest therefore Atticus gets influence of racial 

discrimination although he is white people. Moreover, Atticus’ children 

get influence of racial discrimination which is done by Mr. Ewell.  

Based on the explanation above can be concluded that the people 

who has closeness on Tom Robinson, they get influence of racial 

discrimination by white people.  

 

 

5.1.2 Suggestions  

This study may be regarded as a contribution to reader especially to 

literature class. The researcher also recommends that “To Kill a 

Mockingbird” to be used as the data of the other thesis because this novel 

is kind of good novel which have good value. This thesis only concern on 

racial discrimination. The writer suggested that other researchers can 

investigate some other aspects of the novel such as social class or moral 

value which are almost never analyzed.  
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